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assent to it, is conscious of a continued miracle in his own personjwhich subverts all the principles of his understanding, and gives hini. Ia determination to believe what is most contrary to custom and experience.

Socrates. Hippias, the fine and the wise! what a long time it is sincclast you touched at Athens!
Hippias. It is because I have not had leisure, Socrates. For theEleans, you are to know, whenever they have any public affairs tonegotiate with any of the neighbouring cities, constantly apply to me,and appoint me their ambassador for that purpose, in preference toall others: because they consider me as a person the ablest to forma right judgement of what is argued and alleged by every one of thecities, and to make a proper report of it to them. My embassies,therefore, have been frequent to many of those powers; but of tenest,and upon points the most in number, as well as of the highest importance, have I gone to Sparta to treat with the Lacedaemonians.This is the reason, then, in answer to your question, why so seldomI visit these parts.
Soc. This it is, Hippias, to be a man truly wise and perfectly accomplished. For, being thus qualified, you have, in your privatecapacity, great presents made you by the young men of the age;and are able to make them ample amends by the greater advantageswhich they derive from you: then, in your public character, you areable to do service to your country, as a man ought who would raisehimself above contempt, and acquire reputation among the multitude. . . I conceive the reason why, in all probability, the Spartansare delighted with you: it is because you know such a multitude ofthings, and are of the same use to them that old women are to chil* EThe greater part of the dialogue Hippks Major, in the xsth centuiy Inns.laflon by Floyer Sydenham. (Some minor verbal changes in the translationhave been made by the editors.)]

:dren, to entertain them with the recital of pretty fables and old

stones.
Hip. And by Zeus, Socrates, ufl a mY

subject too, that of

beauty in manners. For, j5courSing there lately
of a complete rule

- of inannets coming a young man, I gained much appu5e. And I

take this opportunity to inform you, that I have a dissertation upon

- this subject tremely beautiful, finely framed in everY respect,

but particularly admirable for the choice of
words. The occasion, or

way of jroducing my discourse, is
this:_MteT the taking of Troy,

Neoptolemus is supposed to ask advice of Nester, and to inquire

0f him, what course of life a young man
ought to follow i order

- to acquire renown and glory. Vpon this Nester spks and lays

down a great many excellent precepts 0ncerning the beauty of
-

manners and a ell.regulated life. This dissertation I exhibited at

• Sparta; and three days hence am to exhibit the same here at Athens,

in the school of Pbidostratus, togflhet with
several other pieces of

mine worth the searing. I do it at the request
of Eudicus, the son

of Apemantus. You will not fail, I hope, being
presentt it yourself.

and bringing others with you to be of the audience, such as are

capable judges of performans of this kind.
• Soc. We shall do so, Hippias ;f so it please God. But at present

answer me a short question lating to your dissertation. For you

have happily reminded me. You must know, my
friend, that a cer

tain person puzzled me lately in a conversation
we had together

after I had.been jnveigbing against some things
for their baseness

and deformitY, and praising some other things
for their excellence

and eauty—by tacking me with these questions in a very

insolent manner.”° came you, Socrates, said be, to know

what things are beautiful, and what are
otbeSe? For can you tell

me, now, what the beautiful is?” I,
rough the meanness of my

00wledge, found myself at a loss, and had nothing to
answer him

with any prcpriety. So, quitting his company I
grew angry with

myself, reproached myself, and threatened
that, as soon as ever I

- cod meet with any one of you wise men, I
would hear what he had

to say upon the subject, and learn and study
it oroughW and,

that done, would return to my questiOners and
battle the point with

him over again. Now, therefore, as I said, you are
come happily for

me. Give me ample information then ccordingb 0cerning the

nature of the beautiful itself: and endeavour
to be as accurate as

possiblein your answers to what I shall ask you;
that I may not be

confuted a second time, and deservedly again laughed
at. For you

understand the question, no doubt, perfectlY
well. To you such a

piece of knowledge can be but a little one,
amongst the multitude

of those which you are master of

—

iso
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Soc. Some certain real thing, this beauty.
Hip. A real thing. But what is to come of all this?
Soc. Tell me now, friend stranger, will he say, what this

thing is,

this beauty, or the beautiffl1’
Hip. Does not the proposer of this question desire to

have it told

him, what is beautiful?
Soc. I think not, flippias but to have it told him what the beauti
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- READINGS IN PHILOSOPflYHip. Little enough, by Zeus, Socrates; and scarcely of any value. atall.

-

-Soc. The more easily then shall I learn it; and not be confuted or- puzzled any mote upon that point by any man.H Hip. Not by any man. For otherwise would my skill be mean, andnothing beyond vulgar attainment.
.

.. Soc. It will be a brave thing, by Hera, Hippias, to get the better ofthe man, as you promise me we shall. But shall I be any obstacle to. the victory if I imitate his manner, and, after you have answered.- some question of mine, make objections to your answer; for the H
:- sake only of more thorough information from you? for I have a toler. able share of experience in the practice of making objections. If it. . be no difference therefore to you, I should be glad to have the partof an objector allowed me, in order to be made a better master of thesubject.

—Hip. Take the part of an. objector, then: for, as I said just now,it is no very knotty point, that which you inquire about I couldteach you to answer questions much more difficult than this, in such. a manner that none should ever be able to refute you.. Soc. 0 rarel what good news you tell me! But come, since you bid: me yourself, I will put myself in the place of my antagonist, try to- be what he is, to the best of my power, and in his person begin to$ question you. Now, if he were of the audience, when you exhibitedthat dissertation which you talk of, concerning the beauty of mannets, after he had heard it through, and you had done speaking, thispoint rather than any other would be uppermost in his mind toquestion you upon, this relating to the beautiful: for he has a certain habit of so doing; and thus would he introduce it.—’Eleanstranger! I would ask you, whether it is not by having honesty thatj honest men are honest?” Answer now, Hippias, as if he proposed the. question.
Hip. I shall answer—It is by their having honesty.. Soc. Is not this some certain thing then, this honesty?: Hip. Clearly so.I

. Soc. And is it not likewise by their having wisdom that wise men arewise? and by having good in them that all good things are good?f Hip. Without dispute.
.

j Soc. And are not these some certain real things? for they are notsurely non-entities, by whose intimate presence with other thingsthose thingsare what they are.
Hip. Undoubtedly, real things.I Soc. I ask you then, whether all things which are beautiful arenot in like manner beautiful by their having beauty?‘ Hip. They are, by their having beauty.

I

fuli
Hip. How does this differ from that?
Soc. Do you think there is no difference between

them?

Hip. There is not any.
Soc. You ertAinly know better. observe, my good friend, what

the question is. For he asks you, not what is
beautiful, but what is

the beautiful.
Hip. I apprehend you, honest friend. And to that

question, What

is the beautifuP I shall give an answer, such a
one as can never be

confuted. For be assured, Socrates, If the
truth must be told, a

beautiful maiden is the thing beautiful.
Soc. An excellent answer, by the dog, Hippias and such a one as

cannot fail of being applauded. Shall I then, in wering thus,

have answered the question asked me? and that so
well as not to

he refuted?
Hip. How should you be refuted, Socrates, in vowing that

which

is the opinion of all the world; and the truth
of which all who hear

you will attest?
Soc. Be it so then, by all means. But now, Hippias,

let me alone to

resume the question, with yopr answer to. it, by
myself. The man

will inteaogate me after this manner:
“Answer me, Socrates, and

tell me, if there be any such thing as the
beautiful itself, to whose

presence is owing the beauty of all those things which you call

beautiful?” Then shall I answer him thus: “A beautiM maidem is

that beautiful, to whose presence these other things owe their

beauty”
Hip. Well. And do you imagine, after this, that

he will ever think

of refuting you? or attempt to prove your answer
C0nceflting the

thing beautiful not a just answer? or, if he
should attempt it, that

he would not be ridiculous?
Soc. That he will attempt it, friend, I am well

assure& but whether

in so doing he will be ridiculous, will appear in the
attempt itself.

However, I’ll tell you what he will say
Hip. Tell me then.
Soc. “How pleasant you are, Socratest” he will say. “Is

not a

beaufiM mare then, a thing beautiful? commended as such
even by

the divinc orAcle.” What shall we answer,
flippias? Shall we not
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acknowledge, that a mare is beautiful likewise? meaning a beautifulmare. For, indeed, how should we dare deny that a beautiful thingis beautiful?
Hip. True, Socrates. And no doubt the God rightly gave thatcommendation: for with us, too, there are mares exceedingly beau-
Soc. “Very well now,” will he say: “but what, is not a beautifullyre too a thing beautiful?” Shall we allow it, Hippias?Hip. Certainly.
Soc. After this he will say (for with tolerablç certainty I can guesshe will, from my knowledge of his chatacter), “But what think youof a beautiful soup-pan, you simpleton you? Is not that a thingbeautiful then?”
Hip. Who is this man, Socrates? I warrant, some unmannerly andill-bred fellow, to dare to mention things so mean and contemptible,upon a subject so noble and so respectable.Soc. Such is the man, Hippias; not nice and delicate; but a meanshabby fellow, without consideration or regard for aught except thisin every inquiiy—Vhat is true? The man, however, must have ananswer; and in order to it, I thus premise: If the pan be made by agood workman, smooth and round, and well-baked, like some of ourhandsome soup-pans with two handles, those which hold six coas,exceedingly beautiful in truth; if he mean such a pan as these are,the pan must be confessed beautiful. For how, indeed, could wedeny that to be beautiful which has real beauty?Hip. By no means, Socrates.
Soc. “Is not a beautiful soup-pan, then,” he will say, “a thingbeautiful? Answer.”
Hip. Well then, Socrates, My opinion of the case is this: Eventhis vessel, if well and handsomely made, is a beautiful thing likewise. But nothing of this kind deserves to be mentioned as beautiful,when we are speaking of a mare, and a maiden, or any other thingthus admirable for its beauty.
Soc. So; now I apprehend you, HiØpias. When the man asks sucha question as that, we are thus, it seems, to answer him: “Honestmant Are you ignorant how it was well said by Heraclitus, ‘that themost beautiful ape, in comparison with the human kind, is a creaturefar from beautiful?’ Just so, the most beautiful soup-pan is a thingfar from beautiful in comparison with the maiden kind; as it issaid by Hippias the wise.” Is it not thus, Hippias, that we mustanswer?
Hip. By all means, Socrates: your answer is perfectly right.Soc. Mind me now: for upon this, I am well assured, he will sayto me thus: “But suppose, Socrates, the maiden kind were to be

I
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set in comparison with the Goddess kind; would not the
same acci

dentbefall the maidens in that case, which happened to the
souI)13an5

compared with them? Would not the fairest maiden
appear far from

beautiful? Does not Henclitu5 further teAch this very doctrine,

which you yourself must needs infer to be true,
that the wisest of

men, compared with a God; will appear an ape in wisdom and

beauty and every other excellence?” Shall we own, Hippias, the

fairest maiden far from beautiful, in comparison with a Goddess?

Hip. Who, Socrates, would presume to call this in
question?

Soc. No sooner then shall I have agreed with him in this, than he

will laugh at me, and say, “Do you remember, Socrates,
what ques

tion you were asked?” “I do,” I shall tell him, “it
was tbis Vhat

kind of thing is the beautiful itself?” “When the
question then,” be

will say, “concerned the beautiful itself, your answer
was cernthg

that which happens to be far from beautiful, cording to your

own confession, as beautiful as it h.” “So it seems,”
shail I say?

Of what other reply, my Mend, do you advise me to
make him?

Hip. I think, for my part, you must reply in those very words.

For, when he says that the human kind compared
with the divine

is far from beautiful, without doubt he will have the truth
on his

side.
Soc. “But were I to have asked you at first this

question,” will be

say, ‘What is beautiful, and at the same time
far from beautiful?’

and you were to have answered me in the
ma4lnet you did; would -

not you in that case have answered rightly? And does
the beautiful

then itself, by which every other thing is ornamented, and looks

beautifUl, whenever this form of beauty supeenes and invests it,

imparting thus the virtue of its presenceC0e5 this still
appear to

you to be a maiden, or a mare, or a lyre?”
Hip. Truly, Socrates, if this be the question which

he asks, it is

the easiest thing imlaginable to answer it; and to tell
him what that

beautiful thing is, by which other things are
ornamented; and which,

by supervening and investing them, makes them
look beautiful. So

that he must be a very simple fellow and entirely a stranger to

things elegant and fine. For, if you only answer
him thus, “that the

beautiful, which he inquires after, is nothing else than gold,” he

will have no more to say, nor attempt ever to refute
such an answer.

Because none of us can be insensible that, wherever
gold be ap

plied or superinduced let the thing have looked
ever so vile and

sordid before, yet then it will look beautiful, when
it is invested or

ornamented with gold.
Soc. You have no experience of the man, Hippias,

how unyielding

he is, and how hard in admitting any assertion.
Hip. Vhat signifies that, Socrates? He must of

necessity admit

-J
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what is rightly asserted; or, in not admitting it, expose himself toridicule.
Soc. And yet will he be so far from admitting this answer, my ‘1friend, that he will treat me with open derision, and say to me, “Youthat are so pulled up with the opinion of your own skill and knowledge, do you think Phidias was a bad workman?” And I believe Ishall answer, that he was far from being so.Hip. You will answer rightly, Socrates.Soc. Rightly, without dispute. But he, when I have agreed withhim that Phidias was a good workman, will say, “Do you imagine,then that Phidias was ignorant of that which you call the beautiful?”—“To what purpose do you ask this?” I shalt say.—”BecauseAthena’s eyes,” wilt he reply, “Phidias made not of gold, nor yetthe rest of her face; nor the feet, nor the hands neither: thoughshe would have looked handsomest, it seems, had she been a goldenGoddess: but he made these all of ivory. It is evdent that hi’committed this error through ignorance; not knowing that gold it waswhich beautified all things, wherever it was applied.” When he talksafter this manner, what answer shall we make him, Hippias?Hip. There is no difficulty at all in the matter. We shall answer,“Phidias was in the right; for things made of ivory are also, as Ipresume, beautiful.”

- -
Soc. “What was the reason, then,” will he say, “why Phidias madenot the pupil of the eyes out of ivory, but out of stone rather?choosing for that purpose such stone as (in colour) most resembledivory. Is a beautiful stone then a thing beautiful too?” Shall weadmit it so to he, Hippias?Hip. We will; in a place where the stone, is becoming.Soc. But, where it is unbecoming, shall I allow it to be unhandsome, or not?
Hip. Allow it; where the stone becomes not the place.Soc. “Well now; and is it not the same with ivory and gold, youwise man you?” will he say. “Do not these, where they are becoming, make things appear handsome; but far otherwise where theyare unbecoming?” Shall we deny this, or acknowledge the maq to.bein the right?
Hip. We must acknowledge this, that whatever is becoming to anything makes it appear handsome.Soc. Upon this, he will say thus: “When that fine soup-pan, then,which we have been speaking of, is set upon the stove full of excellent soup, whether is a golden spoon the most becdming and properfor it, or a sycamore spoon?”Hip. Herakles! what a strange sort of man, Socrates, is he whomyou are talking of! \Vill you not tell me who he is?

PLATO: ON THE BKAUTIY’)’

Soc. Should I tell you his name, you would not know him.
Hip. But I know already that he is some ignorant silly fellow.
Soc. He is a very troublesome questioner indeed,

Hippias. But,

however, what shall we answer? Which of the two
spoons shall we say

is most coming and proper far the soup and for the pan?
Is it not

clearly the sycamore spoon? For this gives a better scent and
flavour

to the soup; and at the same time, my friend, it would not
brk

the pan, and spill the soup, and put out the fire, and, when the

guests were come prepared for feasting, rob them of an excellent dish.

But all these mischief s would be done by’ that golden spoon. We

must, I think, therefore, answer, ‘that the sycamore spoon is more
becoming and proper in this case than the golden spoon: unless

you

say otherwi5-
Hip. Well, Socrates; more becoming and proper be it

then: but,

for my part, I would not hold discourse with a fellow who asked

such sort of questions.
Soc. Right, my dear friend. For it would not be

coming or proper

for you to be besPatteted with such vile dirty words, so finely

dressed as you are from top to toe, and so illustrious for wisdom
through all Greece. But for me—it is nothing to dirty myself

against

the man. Give me my lesson, therefore, what I am to say; and

answer in my name. For the man now will say thus: “If the syca

more spoon then be more becoming and proper than the
golden one,

must it not be handsomerl”
Hit. Yes. Since the proper and comiflg, Socrates,

you have

granted to be handsomer than the improper and
becotiting

Soc. What, Hippias and shall we grant him too, that the sycamore
spoon has more beauty in it than the golden spoon?
Hip. Shall I tell you, Socrates, what you shall say the beautiful is,

so as to prevent him from all further cavilling and disputing?

Soc. By all means: but not before you tell !ne whether of the

two spoons we have been talking of is the most beautiful, as well as
the most proper and ecomiflg.
Hip. Well then; if it pleases you, answer him, “It is that

made of

the sycamore tree.”
Soc. Now say what you were just going to say. For this answer,

in which i pronounce gold to be the beautiful, will be
refuted; and

gold will be demonstrated, I find, not to be at all more beautiful
than

sycamore wood. But what, say you, is the beautiful
now?

Hip. I will tell you. For when you ask me, “What is the
beauti

ful?” OU would have me, I perceive, give you for answer some

thing which shall never, in any place, or to any persOt, appear

otherwise than beautiful.
Soc. By all means, Hippias. And now you apprehend me perfectlY
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well. But obrve vhat I say: Be assured, that if any man shalt beable to controvert our new answer, I shall vow never more to praiseany thing for its beauty. Now in the name of the Gods proceed, andtell it me without delay.
Hip. I say then, that always, and to every person, and in everyplace it will appear the most beautiful, lovely, and desirable thingin the world, to be rich, healthy, honoured by 1fls country, to arriveat a good old age, to give his parents an honourable burial, and atlength to have the last offices performed for himself honourably andmagnificently by his own issue.Soc. 0 brave! 0 rare! How admirable, how great, andhow worthyof yourself, Hippias, is the speech you have now spoken! By Hera, Ireceive with much pleasure that hearty willingness of yours to giveme all the assistance in your power. But we reach not the point yet.For now will the man laugh at us mote than ever, you may beassured.
Hip. An rn-timed laugh, Socrates. For in laughing, when he hasnothing to object, he will in reality laugh only al himself; and bethe ridicule of all who happen to be present.Soc. Perhaps so. But perhaps, also, as soon as I have thus answered, I shall be in danger, if I prophesy aright, of something besides the being laught at.Hip. What besides?
Soc. That, if he happens to have a cane in his hand, unless Irun away and escape him, he will aim some very serious strokes atme.
Hip. How say you? What, is the man some master of yours then?for, otherwise, would he not be punished for the injury done you?Or, is there no justice in your city? but the citizens are permittedto assault and beat one another injuriously.Soc. By no means are they permitted to do any such ;iTng.Flip. Will he not, therefore, be condemned to punishment, as having beaten you injuriously?
Soc. I should think he would not, Hippias; not having beaten meinjuriously if I had made him such an answer; but very deservedly,as it seems to me.
Hip. It seems so then to me, Socrates; if you are of that opinionyourself.
‘Soc. Shall I tell you, why, in my own opinion, I should have deserved a beating, if I had so answered?—VilI you condemn me toowithout trying the cause? or will you hear what I have to say?Hip. It would be a hard case indeed, Socrates, should I deny youa hearing. But what have you to say then?

-cor. I will tell you; but in the same way as I talked with you

LI

just now, 5suming his character,
whilst you personate me. I shall

do this, to avoid treating you in your own
person with such ‘anguage

as he will use in yeprimanthng me, with harsh and out.of.thY

terms. For i assure you that be will say
me, Socrates;

think you not that you deserve a eatiflg, for having sung that

pompouS strain, so foreign to the
design of the music; spoiling thus

the harmony, and ndering wide of the
point ptopO to you?”

“How so?” I shall ask him._’H0W? he will replY “can you not

remember that i asked you 0cerning the beautiful itself, that

which makes every thing beautiful,
wherever it comes and imparts

the virtue of its presence; whether it
commUtes it to stone or

wood, to man or God, to actions and manners, or to
any part of

science. Beauty itself, man, I ask you
what 14 is: and I can no more

beat into your head what I say, than if you were a stone lying by

my side, nay a mill4tOne tool without ears
or brains.” Now, Hippias,

would not you be angry with me, if I,
frightened with this reprimand

should say to him thus:_”\ThY, Hippias
said, this was the beautiful;

and i asked him, just as you ask me, what was beautiful to all

persons, and at all times._xat say
you? will you not be angry if

I tell him thus?
Hip. That which I described, Socrates,

is beautih’l, I am very

positiVe in the eyes of all men.
Soc. “Md always WIll it bsO?” he will say: “for the beautiful

itself must be always beautiful.”
Hip. To be sure.
Soc. “And always was it so in

former times?” he will say.

Hit. It always was 50.
Soc. “What? and to Achilles too,” he will say, “did the Elean

stranger affirm it was a beautiful and
desirable thing to suiVe his

• progenitors? and that it was the same to his
grandfather Lacus, and

the rest of those who were the
progeny of the Gods? nay, that it was

• so even to the Gods themselv&
Hit. What a fellow 15 thist Away with him! Sucb questi015 as

these are profane and improper to be asked.

-

- Soc. But is it not much more profane
for any man, when these

questions are asked him, to anCr in
the affirmat, and to main-

tam such propositions?
Hip. Perhaps it is.

-

Soc. “perhaps then you are this man,”
will he y, “who affirm

it to be a thing always, and to every
person, beautiful and desirable,

to be buried by his descendants,
and to bury his parents. Was not

flerakles one of these very p&sons?
and those whom we just now

mentione& are not they also to be included in the
number?”

hip. But I did not affirm it was so to the Gods.
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Soc. Nor to the heroes, I presum.Hip. Not to such as were children of the Gods.Soc. But to such only as were not so.Hip. Right..
Soc. Amongst the number of heroes then, it seems, according toyour account, to Tantalus, and Dardanus, and Zethus, it wouldhave been a sad thing, a horrible profanation of deity, to supposeit, and a fatal blow to their own honour; but to Pelops, and othersborn of men like him, it was a glorious thing, beautiful and desirable.
Hip. So I think it to be.Soc. “You think this then to be true, the contrary of which youmaintained just now,” will he say, “that to survive their ancestors,and to be buried by their descendants, is, in some cases, and to somepersons, a dishonourable and a horrible thing: nay more, it seemsnot possible that such a thir.g should be, or ever become, beautifuland desirable to all. So that this which you now hold to be thebeautiful, happens to be in the same case with those your formerfavourites, the maiden and the gold; sometimes it is beautiful, andsometimes otherwise: but a circumstance still more ridiculous attends this: it is beautiful only to some persons, whilst to others it isquite the contrary. And not yet,” will he say, “not alt this daylong, are you able, Socrates, to answer the question which you wereasked,—What the beautiful is.” In terms such as these will he reproach me justly, should I answer him as you directed me. Muchafter the manner, Hippias, which I have now represented to you,proceed the conversations usually held between the man and me.But now and then, as if in pity to my ignorance and want of learning, he proposes to me himself some particular matter of inquiry;and asks me whether I think such or such a thing to be the beautiful;or whatever else be the general subject o( the question which he hasbeen pleased to put to me, or upon which the conversation happensat that time to turn.

Hip. How mean you, Socrates?.Soc. I will explain my meaning to you by an instance in the presentsubject.—”Friend Socrates,” says he, “let us have done with disputing in this way: give me no more answers of this sort; for they arevery silly, and easily confuted. But consider now, whether the beautiful be something of this kind; such as in our dispute just now wetouched upon, when we said that gold, where it was proper andbecoming, was beautiful; but otherwise, where it was improper andunbecoming: and that the beauty of all other things depended on thesame principle; that is, they were beautiful only where they werebecoming. Now this very thing, the proper and becoming, essential

proprietY and decofl’1 itself, see whether this may
nothaPPt to

be the bautifuk” Now, for my part, I am
used to give my assei4

in such matters, to every thing proposed to
me. For I find in myself

nothing to object. But what think you of
it? are you of opiniofl

that the becoming is the beautifull
Hip. EntirelY am I, Socrates, of that opinion.
Soc. Let us consider it, however; for

fear we should be guilty of

some mistake in this point..
HIf?. I agree we ought so to do.
Soc. Observe then. That which we call the

becoming, is it not

either 5ornething whose presence
wherever it comes, gives all things

a beautiful appearan or 5pething which gives them the reality

of beauty; or 50ething which bestoWS
both, and causes them not

only to appear beautiful, but really so to be?

Hip. I think it must be one or other of
these.

Soc. Whether of these then is the
comiflg? Is it that which only

gives a beaufl1ul appear as a man whose body is of a de

formed make, when he has put on clothes or
shoes which fit him,

looks handsomer than he really is. Now,
if the coming causeS even’

thing to look handsomer than it really
is, the coming must then

be a kind of fraud or imposition with rard to beauty, and can-

not be that which we are in sarch of, Rippia For we were in

quiring what that was by which all beautiful things are beautiful.

As, if we were asked what that was, by
which all great things are

great, we should er, “it was by
5assing other things of the

same kind.” For thus it is, that all things
are great: and though they

may pot all appear weat to us, yet,
as much as they suas5

others, great of city they must be. So is it, we say,
with the

beautiful; it mu$ be 50mething by which things are beautiful,

whether they appear to be so or not.
Now this cannot be the be

coming: for the becoming causes things
to appear more beautiful

than they really ,-accorthn to your
account of it; 0pcealing the

truth of things, and not 5ffedng this
ever to appear. But that which

causes them to be really beautiful, as I just now said, whether they

appear to be so or not, this it is our
business to find out, and dedare

the nature tf it: for this it is which is
the subject of our search, if

we are searching for the beautiful.
Hit. But the becoming, Socrates, cause5

wings both to be, and to

appeal beaufif, by virtue of its
pre5a-

Soc. If so, then it is injpossibk for
things really beautiful to ap

pear other* inasmuch as there is present with
them the cause of

beanfifui appC
Hip. Admit it impossfl3e.
Soc. Shall we admit this then, Thppias,

t all laws, and rules of

a.
t

S



things, as you say it does, both to be and to appear beautiful, bestowing on them real and apparent beauty at the same time. Henceit follows, that if the becoming should be that by which things aremade truly beautiful, then the becoming must be the beautiful whichwe are in search of, not that by which things are only made beautiful in appearance. But if the becoming should be that by whichthings are made beautiful only in appearance, it cannot be thebeautiful which we are in search of; for this bestows the reality ofbeauty. Nor is it in the power of the same thing to cause the appearance and the reality, both, not only in the case of beauty, but neitherin any other instance -whatever. Let us choose now, whether of thesetwo we shall take for the becoming, that which causes theappeizranceof beauty, or that which causes the reality.Hip. The becoming, Socrates, I take it, must be that which causesthe appearance.
Soc. Fie upon it, Hippiasi Our discovery of the beautiful is fledaway, and hath escaped us. For the becoming has turned out to bea thing different from the beautiful.Hip. So it seems; and very unaccountably too.Soc. But however, my friend, we must not give it up for lost. rhave still some hope left, that the nature of the beautiful may comeforth into light, and show itself.Hip. With great clearness, Socrates, beyond doubt: for it is byno means difficult to find. I am positive that, ii I were to go aside fora little while, and consider by myself, I should describe it to youwith an accuracy beyond that of any thing ever so accurate.Soc. Au! talk not, Hippias, in so high a tone. You see whattrouble it has given us already; and I fear lest it should grow angrywith us, and run away still further than before. But I talk idly:for you, I presume, will easily find it out, when you come to healone. Yet, in the name of the Gods, I conjure you, make the discovery while I am with you: and, if it be agreeable to you, admitme, as you did before, your companion in the search. If we find it

ogether, it w111 be best of all: and,
if we miss it in this way of

Dint inquiry, I shall be contented,
i hope, with my disaPPot

nent, and you will depart and find
better success without any dii

hculty. Besides, ii we now find it, I shall not, you know, be
trouble

I some aftearth, easthg you to tell
me wbat was the event of that

inqui by yoOrselti and what was the
great covery which you

L. had made. Now therefore coider,
if you think this to be the beaUd

ful. I say then, that it . But
pray obsee, and give me all

your

attentiOt, for fear I should say
g foolish, or foreign to the

r puO5e. Let this then be in our account the
beautifUl, that wch is

useful. I was induced to think it
might be so by these consideratbohls.

Beautif, we say, are eyes; not
those wsicb look as if they

had not

the facultY of sight; but such as appear to have
thai Ia1 strong,

and to be useful for the puose of
seeing. Do we not?

nip. We do.
Soc. And the whole body aho, do

we not call it beaudfd with a

view to its utility; one for the race,
another for ‘wtling? So further,

throu all the animal nd, as a beautiful
horse, cock, and quail:

in the same manner all sorts of
domestic utensils, and all the con

venienc for niage abroad, be- they land
vehicles, or ships and

barges lot the sea; instruments of music likewise, with the tools

and instruments subseient to the
other arts: to these you may

please to add moral rules and laws.
Every thing almost of any of

these kinds we call beautiful upon
the same account; espectin

the end for which it was born, or
framed, or instituted. In whatever

way it he useful, to whatever puOse
and upon whatever occSio

agreeably to these circumsces we
pronounce it beautil. But that

which is in every respect useless’
we declare totally void of beauty.

Are not you of this opinion, Hippia5’

Soc. We are right, therefore, now in saying, that above all thingsHit. I am.

the useful proves to be the beaUtifi
Hip. Most certainlY right, Socrates.
Soc. Now that which is able to opere or eflect any thing,

is it

not useful so far as it has
power, and is able? But that which is

powerless and unable, is it not
useless?

Hip. Without doubt.
Soc. Power then is beautiM, and

want of power is the contrary.

Hip. Quite right. And many things there are, Socrates, which

ence the truth of this conclusion:
but particulatW it holds good in

polities. For the having ability in public affairs, and power in the

state of which we are members, is of
all things the most beautifuL

and want of such power, with a
total defect of any such ability, has

of all things the meanest aspect.
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action, manners, or behaviour, truly beautiful, az beautiful in conrmon estimation, and appear so always to all men? Or shall we nOt3rather say quite the reverse, that men are ignorant of their beauty’and that above all things these are the subjects of controversy andcontention, not only private but public, not only between man analman, but between different communities and civil states?Hip. Thus indeed rather, Socrates, that in those points men areignorant of the beautiful.Soc. But this would not be the case if those beautiful things badthe appearance of beauty, added to the reality: and this appearancewould they have, if the becoming were the beautiful, and caused
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Soc. You say well. In the name of the coh then, Thppias, does itnot follow from all this, that skill and knowledge are of all things thmost beautiful, and want of them the contrary?Hip. Ay, what think you of this, Socrates?

-

Soc. Softly, my dear friend: for I am under some fears about thcrectitude of our present conclusions.Hip. What are you afraid of, Socrates? For the business of ourinquiry is now in a fair way, and goes on as we could wishSoc. I would it were so. Rut let you and I consider together upon::this point. Could any man execute a work, of which he has neitherknowledge nor any other kind of abilities for the performance?Hip. By no means. For bow should a man do that, for the doing -of which he has no abilities?Soc. Those people then who do wrong, and who err in the execution of any thing, without erroneous or wrong intention, would theyever have done or executed things wrong, -had they not been able todo or execute them in that manner?Hip. Clearly they would not.Soc. But the able are able throñgh their abth tes: for it is notinability which any way enables them.hip. Certainly not.Soc. And all who do any thing are able to do what they do.Hip. True.
Soc. And all men do many more wrong things than right; and 2commit errors from their infancy, without intending to do wrong,or to err.
Hip. Thefact is so.
Soc. Well then: those abilities, and those means or instmments,which help and are useful in the doing or executing any thing wrong,whether shall we say they are beautiful? or are they not rather farfrom beiqg so?
Hip. Far from it, in my opinion, Socrates.Soc. The able and useful, therefore, Hippias, in our opinion, itseems, no longer is the beautiful.Hip. Still it is so, Socrates, if it has power to do what is right,or is useful to a good purpose.

-
Soc. That account is then rejected, that the able and useful simplyand absolutely is the beautiful. But the thought, Hippias, which ourmind laboured with, and wanted to express, was this, that the usefuland able foz the producing of any good, that is the beautiful.Hip. This indeed seems to be the case.Soc. But the thing thus described is the profitable. Is it not?

.PLX10 ON TIlE BEAUTW’

moral precePt5 of owledge and wisdom, and of all those ings

- just now enumerated; they are beautifuL because
profitable.

Hip. EvidentlY so.
Soc. The profitable therefore, Hippia! should seem to be our

4: beautif”.
Hip. Beyond all doubt, Socrates.

-

Soc. But the profitable is thaewh effect! or produces good.
Hip. True.
Soc. And the producer is

no other thing than the cause. s it?

- Hip. Nothing else. -

Soc. The cause of good, therefore, is the beautiful.
Hip. Right.

-
Soc. Now the cause, flippias, is a thing different from that which

it causes. For the cause can by no means be the cause of
itself. Con

sider it thus: Did ot the cause appear to be the
ptoducer

Hip. Clearly.
Soc. And by the producer no other thing. is

effectpd than that

whith is produced or generated; but this is not the
producer itself.

Hip. You are in the right.
Soc. Is not that then which is produced or generated one thing,

and the producer a thing different?
Hip. It is.
Soc. The cause, therefore, is not the cause of itelf; but

of that

which is generated or produced by it.
Hip. Without doubt.
Soc. If the beautiful be then the cause of good, good

itself must be

produced or generated by the beautiful. And for this
reason, it should

seem, we cultivate and study prudence and every
other fair virtue,

because their production and their issue are well
worth our study

and our care, as being good itself. Thus ate we
likely to find from

our inquirie5 that the beaUtiful, as it stands related
to good, has

the nature of a kind of father.
Hip. The very case, Socrates. You are perfecttY right in ivha you
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IHip. It is.
Soc. From hence then is derived the beauty of bodies, the beauty of

Soc. Am I not right also in this, that neither is the lather the
son,say.

nor isthe son the father?
Hip. Right in that also;
Soc. Nor is the cause the producti nor the

productioTh on the

other hand, the cause.
HP. Very right.
Soc. By Zeus then, my friend, neither is the beautiful good,

nor

is the good beautiful. Do you think it is
0ssible it should be so?

Is it consistent with what we have said, and are
agreed in?

Hip. By Zeus, I think not.
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Soc. Would this opinion please us then, and should we choose toabide by it, that the beautiful is not good, nor the good beautiful?Hip. By Zeus, no; it would not please me at all.Soc. Well said, by Zeus, Hippias: and me it pleases the least of Iany of those descriptions or accbunts which we have hitherto givenof the beautiful.
Hip. So I perceive.
Soc. That definition of it, therefore, which we thought just nowthe most excellent of all, that the profitable, the useful and able toproduce some good or other, was that beautiful, is in danger of losingall its credit with us; and of appearhfg, if possible, more ridiculousthan our former accounts of it, where we reckoned the maiden tobe the beautiful, or any other particular whose defect we havebefore discovered.
Hip. It seems so, indeed.Soc. And for my own part, Hippias, I see no way where to turnmyself any more, but am absolutely at a loss. Have you any thingto say?
Hip. Not at present. But, as I said just now, after a little considering I am certain I shall find it out.Soc. But I fear, so extreme is my desire of knowing it, that I shallnot be able to wait your time. Besides, I have just met with, as Iimagine, a fair kind of opening to the discovery. For consider thatwhich gives us delight and joy (I speak not of all kinds of pleasure,but of that onl9 which arises in us through the hearing and the;sight), whether we should- not call this the beautiful. And how,indeed, could we dispute it? Seeing that it is the beautiful of ourown species, Hippias, with the sight of whoth we are so delighted:that we take pleasure in viewing all beautiful works of the loomor needle; and whatever is weIF painted, carved, or moulded. It isthe same with the hearing: for well-measured sounds and all musicalharmony, the beauties of prosaic composition also, with pretty fablesand well-framed stories, have the like effect upon .us, to be agreeable,to be delightful, and to charm. Vere we to give, therefore, thatpetulant and saucy fellow this answer—”Noble sir, the beautiful isthat which gives us pleasure through the hearing, and through thesight,” do you think we should not restrain his insolence?Hip. For my part, Socrates, I think the nature of the beautifulnow truly well explained.Soc. But what shall we say of the beauty of manners, and of laws,Hippias? Shall we say it gives us pleasure through the hearing, orthrough the sight? or is it to be ranked under some other kind?Hip. Perhaps the man may not think of this.Soc. By the Dog, Hippias, but that man would, of whom I stand

PLATO: ON THE EEAUTIFUL

awe the most of all men; and before whom I should be most
Wiamed if I trifled, and pretended to utter 5omething of great liii
ortance, when in reality I talked idly, and spoke nothing to the
ur5e.
. Hip. Who is he?r Soc. Socrates, the son of sophroniscu who would no more suffer
ne to throw out such random speeches, or so readily decide Ofl points
which I had not oroughly sifted, than he would allow me to talk
of things which I am ignorant of, as ill knew them.
Hip. Why, really, I must own, that to me myself, since you have

5tarted the observation, the beauty of laws seems referable to an
jother kind.

Soc. 5oftly, Hippias. For, though we have fallen into fresh dif
ficulties, equal to our former ones, about the nature of the beautiful,
we are in a fair way, I think, of tricating ourselves out of them.
Rip. How so, Socrates?
Soc. I will tell you how the matter appears to me: whether or

[no there be any thing material in what I say, you will consider. The
beauty then of laws and of manners, i imagine, may possibly be
tfound not altogether abstracted from that kind of sensation which
arises in the soul through the senses of searing and of sight. But
let us abide awhile by this definition, that “what gives us pleasure
through these senses is the beautiful,” without bringing the beauty
I of laws the least into questiofl. Suppose then, that either the man
of whom I am speaking, or any other, should interrogate us after
this manner: “For what reason, Hippias and Socrates, have you
separated from the pleasant in general that species of it in which
you say consists the beauGful; denying the character of beautiful
to those species of pleasure which belong to the other senses, to the

4 pleasures of taste, the joys of Aphrodite and all others of the same
class? Do you refuse them the character of pleasant also, and main
tain that no pleasure neither is to be found in these sensations, or in
any thing beside seeing and hearing?” Now, Hipias, what shall we
say to this?
. Hip. By all means, Socrates, we must allow pleasure to be found
also in these sensations; a pleasure very exquisite.
Soc. “Since these sensations then afford pleasure” will he say,

“no less than those others, why do you deprive them of the name
of beautiful, and rob them of their proper share of auty?” “Be
cause there is no one who would not laugh at us,” we shall answer,
“were we to call eating a beautiful thing, instead of a pleasant; or
the smelling sweet odours, were we to say, not that it was pleasant,
but that it was beautiful. Above all, in. amorous enjoymentst all.the
world would contend, there was the highest degree of the sweet and
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- r from the rest; with.a view to which dwereflce you jstinguish
ém by the epithet of beautiful. Now the pleasure which adseth in

k through the sense of seeing, deriveth not its beauty from any

g peculiarly belonging to that sense. For, if this were the
cause

fits being beautiful, that other pleasure which arises through the
iearing never would be beautif as not partaking of that which is
eculiat to the sense of seeing.” “You are in the right,” shall we say?

I.

ffp. We will.
I Soc. “SO neither, on the other band, does the pleasure produced
in us through the sense of hearing derive its beauty from any cir
[cumstance which pe ullarlYatte15 the hearing. For, in that case, the

mre produced through seeing would not be beautiful, as not
rtaking of that which is peculiar to the sense of hearing.” Shall

Lwe allow, flippias, that the man is in the right when he says
this?

[ Hip. Allow it.
Soc. “But both these pleasures now are beautiful, you say.” For

[so we say: do we not?
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pleasant; but that whoever was engaged in them should take carnot to be seen, the act of love being far from agreeable to the sighior beautiful.” Now, Hippias, when we have thus answered, he rreply, perhaps, in this manner:—”I apprehend perfectly wellreason why you have always been ashamed to call these pleasurebeautiful; it is because they seem not so to men. But the questioriwhich I asked you was not, What seemed beautiful to the multitude;but, What was so in reality.” Then shall we answer, I presume, onlyby repeating our last hypothesis, that “we ourselves give the nameof beautiful to that part only of the pleasant which ariseth in usby means of our sight and hearing.” But have you any thing V’say which may be of service to our argument? Shall we answer Iaught besides, Hippias?
Hip. To what he has said, Socrates, it is unnecessary to make anyfurther answer.
Soc. “Very well now,” will he say. “If the pleasant then, arising Ithrough the sight and hearing, be the beautiful, whatever portion ofthe pleasant happens not to be this, ft is clear it cannot be the beau. .tiful.” Shall we admit this?Hip. Certainly.
Soc. “Is that portion of the pleasant then,” he will say, “whicharises through the sight, the same with that which arises throughthe sight and hearing? Or is that which arises through the hearing, 1the same with that which arises through the hearing and the ightl”“That which ariseth in us through either of those senses alone, andnot through the other,” we shall answer, “is by no means the samewith that which arises through them both. For this seems to be theimport of your question. But our meaning was, that each of thesespecies of the pleasant was, by itself separately, the beautiful; andthat they were also, both of them together, the same beautiful.”Should we not answer so?Hip. By all means.
Soc. “Does any species of the pleasant then,” he will sat’, “differfrom any other, whatever it be, so far as it is pleasant? Observe; I ‘

ask you not if one pleasure is greater or less than another, or whether .it is more or less a pleasure: but whether there is any differencebetween the pleasures in this -respect, that one of them is pleasure,the other not pleasure.” In our opinion there is no difference betwen them, of this kind. Is there any?Hip. I agree with you, there is not any.Soc. “For some other reason, therefore,” he will say it is, “thanbecause they are pleasures, that you have selected these species ofpleasure from the rest, and given them the preference. You havediscerned that there is something or other in them by which they

of

Hip. We do.
F Soc. “There is 5omething in them, therefore, the same in both,

to

which they owe their beauty, a beauty common to them both. There
something, I say, which they have belonging to them both in

common, and also in particular to each. For otherwise
they would

not, both and each of them, be beautiful.” Answer now, as if
you

were speaking to him.
Hip. I answer then, that, in my opinion, you give a true account
the matter
Soc. Should there be any circum5Un, therefore, attending On

both these pleasures of the sight and searing taken together;
yet if.

the same circumSt1t1 attend not on each taken sepacatelY or
should any attend on each separately, yet not on both togQther they
cannot derive their beauty from this circumstance.
Hip. flow is it possible, Socrates, that any circum5a’ whatever,

which attends on neither of them, should ever attend on both?
Soc. Do you think this impossible?
Hip. I must be quite ignoranti I own, in things of this sort; as I

am quite unused to such kind of disputes.
Soc. You jest, Hippias. But I am in danger, perhaps, of fancyi

that I see 50rnething, so drcumst3111, as you aver to be
impossibk.

Hip. You are in no danger of any such fancy, Socrates but are

pleased to look asquint purposely that is all.
Soc. Many things, i assure you, of that kind appear to me very

evident. But I give no credit to them; because they are not
evident

to you, who have raised a larger fortune than any man living, by

the profession of phflosoPl1Y and because they appear only to me,



REDU1GS 124 PHILOSOPHYwho have never in that way earned a farthing. I have somepicion, however, that possibly you are not in earnest with me, biidesign to impose upon me: so many things of that kind do J per-iceive so plainly.
-Hip. No one will know better than yourself, Socrates, whether Iam in earnest with you or not, if you will but begin and tell me,.what those things are which you perceive so plainly. You will soon seethat you talk idly. For you wilt never find a circumstance attending1us both together, which attends separately neither you nor me.Soc. How say you, Hippias? But perhaps you have reason on yourside, and I may not apprehend it. Let me, therefore, explain to youmy meaning more distinctly. To me then it appears, that some civcumstance of being, which attends not my individual person, noryours, something which belongs neither to me, nor to yoU, may yetpossibly belong to both uf us, and attend both our persons takentogether: and, on the otherhand, that certain circumstances of being,not attending us both taken together, may attend each of our separateand single persons.

Hip. You tell me of prodigies still greater, I think, now, Socrates,than those which you told me of just before. For consider: if bothof us are honest, man, must not each of usbe honest? or, supposingeach of us dishonest, must we not both be so? If both are soundand well, is not each also? Or, should each of us now be tired of anything, or come off ill in some combat between us, or be amazed andconfounded, or be affected any other way, would not both of us bein the same plight? To go further: in case that we had, both of us,images of ourselves made of gold, or silver1 or ivory; or that bothof us, if you will give me leave to say it, were generous, or wise, orhonourable; did both of us happen to be old or young; or to bepossessed of any other human quality; or to be in any conditionwhatever incident to human life; must not each of us be, of absolutenecessity, that very same kind of man, and in those very same circumstances?
Soc. Beyond all doubt.Hip. But you, Socrates, with your companions and fellow disputants, consider not things universally, or in the whole. Thus youtake the beautiful and chop it into pieces: and every thing in nature,which happens to be the subject of your discourse, you serve in thesame manner, splitting and dividing it. Hence you arc unacquaintedwith the greatness of things, with bodies of infinite magnitude,through the natural continuity of being. And now so much are youa stranger to the vastness of this view of the universe, as to imaginethat any thing, whether being or circumstance of being, can possibly

‘ong to both those pleasures which we are speaking of, taken to-ether, yet not belong to each of them; or, on the other hand, may
doug to each, without belonging to both. So void of thought andtonsidetatio12, so simple, and so narrow-mind are you and yout
companions.

-

Soc. Such is the lot of our condition, Hippias. It is not what aman will, says the cormon proverb, but what he can. However, you
are always kind in assisting us with your instructions. For but just‘how, before you had taught me better, how simple my mind was,
and how narrow my way of inking, I shall give you still a plainerproof, by telling you what were my thoughts upon the present sub
ject:—if you will give me leave.
Hip. You will tell them to one who knows them already, Socrates.

For I am well acquainted with the different ways of thinking, and
know the minds of all who philosoPhiZe. twjtbstas tng, if it will
give pleasure to yourself, you may tell me.
Soc. To me, I confess, it will. You must know then, my friend,

that I was so foolish, till I had received from you better inIorma
doLt, as to imagine of myself and you, that each of us was oneperson; and that this, which each of us was, both of us were not, as
not being one, but two persons._Stith a simpleton was I!But
:from you have I now learnt, that if both of us are two persons, eachof us also by necessity istwo; and that, if each of us be but one, it
follows by the same necessity, that both of us are no more. For,
by reason of the continuity of being, according to Hippias, it is im
possible it should be otherwise; each of us being of necessitY what
ever both of us are, and both whatever each. And now, persuaded
by you to believe these things, here I sit me down and rest contented.
But first inform me, Hippias, whether we are one person, you and
i together; or whether you are two persons, and I two persons.
Hip. What mean you, Socrates?

-

Soc.. The very thing which I say. For I am afraid of entering with
yOu into a further discussion of the subject, because you fall into a
passion with me, whenever you say any thing which you take to beimportant. To venture for once, however; tell me—Is not each of us
one? and is not the being one a circum5twe attendant upon our
being?
Hip. Without doubt.
Soc. If each of us then be one, each of us must be also odd. Or

think you that one is not an 0dd number?
Hip. I think it is.
Soc. Are we odd both together then, otwithstang that we are

two?
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HlAb. That is absurd, Socrates.Soc. But both together, we are even. Is it not so?Hip. Certainly.
Soc. Now, because both of us together we are even, does it follow::from thence that each of us singly too is even? -Hip. Certainly not. -

.Soc. There is not, therefore, such an absolute necessity, as yousaid just now there was, that, whatever both of us were, each shouldbe the same; and that, whatever each of us was, the same must webe both.
Hip. Not in such cases as these, I acknowledge; but still it holdstrue in such as I enumerated before.Soc. That suffices, Hippias. I am contented with this acknowledgment, that it appears to be so in some cases, but in others otherwise.For, if you remember from whence the present dispute arose, Isaid,that the pleasures of sight and hearing could not derive their beautyfrom any circumstance which attended on each, yet not on both;neither from any which attended on both, yet not on each: but thatthe beauty of them was derived from something which they had belonging to both of them in common, and in particular to each. Andthis I said, because you had admitted the beauty of them both to- 1gether, and of each separately. From which I drew this consequence,that they were indebted for their beauty to some being, whosepresence still followed and attended on them both; and not to suchas fell short of either. And I continue still in the same mind. Butanswer me, as if we were now beginning this last inquiry afresh.Pleasure through the sight and pleasure’ through the hearing, then,being supposed beautiful, both of them and each; tell me, does notthe cause of their beauty follow and attend on both of them takentogether, and upon each also considered separate?Hip. Without doubt.

Soc. Is it then because they are pleasures, both and each of them,that they are beautiful? Or, if this were the cause, would not thepleasures of’ the other senses be beautiful, as well as these?’ For itappeared that they were pleasures as well as these:—if you remember.
Hip. I remember it well.Soc. But because these pleasures arise in us through sight andhearing, this we assigned for the cause of their being beautiful..Hlp. It was so determined.Soc. Observe now, whether I am right or not: for, as well as I canremember, we agreed that the pleasant was the beautiful; not thepleasant in general, but those species of it only which are producedthrough sight and hearing.
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Hip. It is true.-. Soc. Does üot this circumStan then attend on both these pleasures
tken togher? and is it not wanting to each of them alone? For
Fby no means is either of them alone, a was said before, produced
through both those senses. Both of them are indeed through both,
but not so is each. Is this true?
1: Hip. It is.
I Soc. They are not beautiful, therefore, either of them, from any
circumstan which attends on either by itself. For we cannot argue
front either to both; nor, from what each is separately, infer what
they both are jointly. So that we may assert the joint beauty of both
these pleasures cording to our present hypothesis of the beautifult
but this hypothesis will not suppdrt us in asserting any beauty

-. separate in either. Or how say we? Is it not of necessity so?
Hip. So it.appears.
Soc. Say we then that both are beautiful, but deny that each is so?
Hip. What reason is there to the trary?
Soc. This reason, my friend, as it seems to me; because we had

supposed certain circumstallces attendant upon things with this con
dition, that, if they appertained to any two things, both together,
they appertained at the same time to each; and, if theyPPerted
to each, that they appertained also to both. Of this kind are all such
circumstafls and attendants of things as were enumerated by you.
Are they not?
Hip. They are.
Soc. But such circumstances or appendages of being, as those re

lated by me, are otherwise and of this kind are the being each, and
the being both. Have not I stated the case rightly?
Hip. You have.
Soc. Under which kind then, Hippias, do you rank the beautiful?

Do you rank it among those mentioned by yourself? as when you
inferred that if I was well and hety, and you well and hearty,
then both of us were well and hearty: or, if I was honest and you

[. honest, then both of us were honest: or, if we both were so, it fol
lowed that so was each of us. Does the same kind of inference bold
true in this case? If I am beautiful, and you are beautifW, Then both
of us are beautiful; and if both of us, then each. Or is there no reason
why it should not here be as it is in numbers? two of which, taken
together, may be even; though each separately is perhaps odd; per
haps even: or, as it is in magnitudes; where two of them, though
each is incommen5ura with some third, yet both together may

F perhaps be commefl5ur with it, perhaps ncommense. A
thousand such other things there are, which I perceived as I said,
with great clearness. Now, to whether of these two orders of being
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do you refer the beautiful? Does the proper rank of it appear a,evident to you as it does to me? For to me it appears highly absunjto suppose both of us beautiful, yet each of us not so; qr each ?us beautiful, yet not so both; no less absurd, than it is to suppothe same kind of difference between the natures of both and each iany of the cases put by you. Do you agree with me then in ranidnithe beautiful among these, or do you refer it to the opposite class olthings?
Hip. I entirely agree with you, Socrates.Soc. You do well, Hippias: because we shall thus be freed fronilany further inquiry upon this article. For, if the beautiful be in thatclass of things where we agree to place it, the pleasant then, whicharises in us through sight and hearing, can no longer be supposed5the beautiful. Because that which comes through both those sensesjointly, may make the pleasures which arise from thence beautifulindeed both taken together; but cannot make either of them so, cmiisidered as separate from the other. But that the beautiful should havesuch an effect, or communicate itself in this manner, is absurd tosuppose; as you and I have agreed, Hippias.Hip. We agreed it was so, r own.Soc. It is impossible, therefore, that the pleasant, arising in usthrough sight and hearing, should be the beautiful; because from !this hypothesis an absurdity would follow.Hip. You have reason on your side.Soc. “Begin again then, and tell me,” will he say, “for you have Imissed it now, what is that beautiful, the associate of both thesepleasures, for the sake of which you give them the preference to allothers, by honouring them with the name of beautiful?” It appearsto me, Hippias, necessary for us to answer thus; that “these are ofall pleasures the most innocent and good, as well both of themtaken together, as each taken singly.” Or can you tell me of .anycircumstance beside, in vhich they differ from other pleasures?Hip. I know of none beside: for they are indeed the best of all.Soc. “This then,” he will sayj “do you now maintain to be thebeautiful, pleasure profitable?”—”It is so in my opinion,” I shallanswer.—What answer would you make?Hip. The same.

Soc. “Vell then,” will he say: “the profitable, you know, is thatwhich is the cause of good. And the cause, as we agreed lately, is athing different from the effect. Our reasoning, therefore, has broughtus round to the same point again: for thus neither would the goodbe beautiful, nor would the beautiful be good: each of these being,upon this hypothesis, different from the other.” “Most evidentlyso;” is the answer we must make, Hippias, ii we are of sound mind.

fror the sacredness of truth will never suffer us to oppose the man

ho has truth with him on his side.
j Hip. But now, Socrates, what think you all these matters are

which we have been disputing about? They are the shreds and tat
ters of an argument, cut and torn, as I said before, into a

thousand
pieces. But the thing which is beautiful, as well as highly valuable,
Is this: to be able to exhibit a fine speech, in a becoming and hand
some manner, before the council, or court of justice, or any other
assembly or person in authority, to ‘whom the speech is addressed;
such a speech as hath the power of persuasion; and having ended

to depart, not with mean and insignificant trophies 0f victory, but
rwith a prize the noblest, the preservation of ourselves, our

fortunes,
[and our friends. This you ought to be ambitious of, and bid adieu
to such petty and paltry.disPutes or you will appear as if you had
quite lost your senses, playing with straws and trifles, as you have

r been now doing.
Soc. 0 friend flippias! you are happy thatYou know what course

of life it is best for a man to follow, and have followed it, accord
ing to your own account, so successMly yourself. But I seem fated
to be under the power of a dmoniacal nature, who keeps me wan
dering continually in search of truth, and still at a loss where to find
it. And whenever I lay my difficulties and perplexities before you

wise men, I meet with no other answer from you than contumely
and reproach. For you all tell me the same thing which you tell me

now, “That I busy myself about silly, minute, and insignificant

matters.” On the other hand, when, upon giving credit to what
you all tell me, I say, as you do, “That to’be able to exhibit a fine

[ speech in a court of jilstice, or any other
assembly, and to go through

it in a proper and handsome manner, is the finest thing in the
world; and that no employment is so beautiful, or so well becomes
a man;” I then meet with censure and obloquy from some who are
here present, but especially from that man who is always reprov

- ing me. For be is my neatest of kin, and lives with me in the same
house. So, whenever I return home, and am entered in, as soon as he
hears me talking in this strain, he asks me if I am not ashamed to
pronouflce with so much confidence, what professions and em
ployments are fine, or beautiful, or becoming; when I have plainly
shown myself so ignorant with regard to things beautiful, as not to
know’Wherfl the nature of beauty consists. “And how can you
judge,” says he, “who has spoken a beautiful or fine speech, or done
anything else in a handsome manner, and who not, inorant as you

are what the beautiful and handsome is? Such then being the disposi
tion of your mind, is it possible that you can think life more eligible

to you than death?” Thus have I had the ill fortune, as I told you,
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ILLUSTRATIONS OP REPLECTWE ACTIvITY
Practical needs in connection with existing conditions, naturaland social, evoke and direct thought. We begin [in the following iilustrafions taken from students’ papersj with an instance of thatsort. . . . Curiosity is a strong drive from within, and accordinglyour second example is drawn from that field. Finally, a mind thatis already exercised in scientific subjects will have inquiry arousedby intellectual problems, and our third instance is of that type.A Case of Practical Deliberation. The other day, when I wasdown town on t6th Street, a clock caught my eye. I saw that thehands pointed to 12:20. This suggested that I had an engagement at124th Street, at one o’clock. J reasoned that as it had takth me anhour to come down on a surface car, I should probably be twenty minutes late if I returned the same way. I might save twenty minutes bya subway express. But was there a station near? If not, I might losemore than twenty minutes in looking for one. Then I thought of theelevated, and I saw there was such a line within two blocks. Butwhere was the station? If it were several blocks above or . belowthe street I was on, I should lose time instead of gaining it. Mymind went back to the subway express as quicker than the elevated;furthermore, I remembered that it went nearer than the elevated

the part of 124th Street I wished to reach, so that time would be
ved at the end of qie journey. I concluded in favor of the subway,
ad reached my destinatiOn by one o’clock.
A Case of Reflection upon an ObserVatiP’. Projecting

nearly horizontally from the upper deck of the ferryboat on which
[(daily cross the river is a long white pole, bearing a gilded

ball at

its tip. It suggested a flagpole when I first saw it; its color, shape,

rand gilded bail agreed with this idea, and these
reasons seemed to

justify me in_this belief. But soon difficulj.ies presented themselves.
: The pole was nearly horizontal, an unusual position for a flagpole in

the next place, there was no pulley, ring, or cord by which
to attach

a flag; finally, there were elsewhere two vertical staffs
from which

flags were 0asionally flown. It seemed probable that the pole was
not there for flag-flying.
I then tried to imagine all possible purposes of such a

pole, and to

consider for which of these it was best suited: (a)
Possibly it was,

an ornament. But as all the ferryboats and even the
tugboats car

iied poles, this hypothesis was rejected. (b) possibly it
was the

terminal of a wireless telegraph. But the same considerati0
made

this improbable. Besides, the more natural place for such
a terndnal

would be the highest part of the boat, on top of the pilot house.

(c) Its purpOsésnl&1t be to point out the direction in which the boat
is moving.

-

In support of this conclusion, I discovere1 that the pole was

lower than the pilot house, so that the steersman could easily see it.
Moreover, the tip was enough higher than the base, so that, from

the

iot’s position, it must appear to project far out in front of
the boat.

Moreover, the pilot being near the front of the boat, he
would need

some such guide as wits direction. Tugboats would also
need poles

for such a purpose. This hypothesis was so much more
probable than

the others .that i accepted it. I formed the conclusion that
the pole

was set up for the purpost of .showing the pilot the direction in

which the boat pointed, to enable him to steer correctly.
A Case of Reflection volving Experiment. In washing

tumblers in hot soapsuds and placing them mouth downward on a

plate, I noticed that bubbles appealed on the outside of the
mouth of

the tumblers and then went inside. Why? The presence of
bubbles

F suggests air, which I note must come from inside the tumbler. I

see that the soapy water on the plate prevents escape of the air

ve as it may be caught in bubbles. But why should air
leave the

tumbler? There was no substance entering to force it out.
It must

have, expanded. it expands by increase of heat or by increase of

pressure, or by both. Could the air have become heatM after the

tumbler was taken from the hot suds? Clearly not the air that was
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to suffer obloquy and reproach from you, to suffer obloquy also andreproach from him. But, perhaps, it is necessary to endure all this.If I have received benefit or improvement from it, there is no harmdone. And I seem to myself, Hippias, improved and benefited by4the conversation of you both. For the meaning of the proverb,“Things of beauty are things of difficulty,” ii I am not mistaken inmyself, I know.
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* [From Cbs. 6, 7, and II of How We Think, revised edition (1933). By kindpermission of the author and the publishers, I). C. Heath and Ca.]


